
Year-end 2021 M&A activity shattered records and tested the R&W insurance market like no time in the product’s history. Now a quarter into 
2022, deal activity levels remain high, but the R&W market is better prepared and eager to offer their solutions. Below we reflect on some of the 
key factors influencing R&W placements at the outset of 2022.   

Market Snapshot 

Capacity 

Both manpower and carrier insurance capacity were stretched beyond limit at the end of 2021. Large carriers in the industry received ~9,000 
submissions in 2021. The hiring and training of both experienced underwriters and junior team members have been a top priority for all        
carriers. Existing insurers are re-energized to quote new business and new entrants continue to enter the market with two MGU’s launching so 
far this year. 

Structuring 

Premiums soared to 5.5%+ at the end of Q4 ’21. Continued claim frequency (~20%) and bandwidth constraints drove the surge pricing. As the 
markets reset in January 2022, rates have declined marginally, ranging on average between 4.0-5.5%. Premiums are unlikely to reset to early 
2021 levels given current claim frequency and severity trends. Retentions remain steady at 1% of Total Enterprise Value. Carriers are 
keenly focused on deal valuations and multiples. When multiples exceed 15x, some carriers may cap the multiple for purposes of the policy or 
decline to offer multiples coverage at all. 

COVID-19 

Most carriers will underwrite to the impact of COVID-19 on the Target Company. New strains will continue to impact their willingness, but 
many carriers’ COVID exclusions are currently limited to PPP loan liabilities and CARES Act compliance. Some also exclude the failure to 
protect employees, customers, and suppliers from contracting the virus. With strong buy-side due diligence and a good fact pattern, 
Insureds can avoid business interruption and downturn prongs to the COVID exclusion. Target Companies adversely impacted by COVID will 
face a more robust exclusion. 

Challenging Deals 

Carrier appetite for certain industries remains limited. These include some healthcare targets (heavy government payor models), some 
financial institutions, upstream energy and cannabis.  Lower middle market deals (<$30M) struggled for capacity at the end of 2021, and while 
appetite is returning for these deals, transactions with unaudited financials and/or light third-party due diligence are still challenging to place. 

Due Diligence Efforts 

Deals with robust buy-side diligence are being prioritized. Carriers have a strong preference for third-party reports, especially on the topics of 
legal, financial and tax.    
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Underlying Insurance 

Heightened scrutiny is being placed on the underlying insurance carried by the Target Company and the structure of the go-forward program.  
Carriers expect prior acts coverage to be addressed either under the buyer’s post-close risk management programs or be placed into run-off. 
Focus is frequently on cyber, environmental, product liability and E&O/professional services. Carriers may only be comfortable making the 
R&W policy excess and no broader than (i.e., no dropping down should the underlying coverage not respond) a specific underlying insurance 
program.  If the underlying insurance is deemed inadequate, a carrier might apply a separate retention for that particular exposure, which is in 
addition to the general policy retention. 

A Balanced Agreement 

Markups have become more heavy-handed as a result of claims data and given how skillfully negotiated purchase agreements have become. 
These mark ups include “deemed deletions” of specific clauses in the reps, imposed knowledge qualifiers and striked references to “oral” (vs 
“written”) representations. Carriers also remove forward-looking statements. These amendments apply to the policy thereby creating a 
potential gap in coverage if left in the agreement and no seller indemnity exists. Another key area of focus includes provisions that would 
otherwise limit the underwriters’ ability to subrogate for fraud. Carriers will not accept provisions in the Agreement that may limit their 
subrogation rights in the event of Fraud.   

Russia/Ukraine/Belarus 

The insurance industry is closely watching the conflict in Ukraine. Should a Target Company have any tie to (ownership, customers, contracts, 
revenue, supply chain, IT/IP, locations or employees) the countries of Russia, Ukraine or Belarus, detailed questioning is expected during 
underwriting. Exclusion language is likely and may narrowly apply to sanctions compliance or more broadly apply to all business in these 
countries.  

Claims 

Claim frequency has been trending at 20% (one in five policies being noticed); the significant uptick in policies underwritten in 2021 is likely to 
impact this rate going forward. Turning to severity, AIG’s claim study reports 43% of claims involving an amount <$1M; 43% of claims involving 
an amount between $1M - $10M and 14% of claims involving an amount exceeding $10M. Euclid reports 68% of claims settling <$10M, 20% 
between $10M - $20M and 12% exceeding $20M. Liberty GTS reports 77% of claims involving an amount <$1M, 16% of claims involving an 
amount between $1M - $10M and 7% of claims involving an amount of $10M+.  

The most frequently breached reps include: financial statements, tax, compliance with laws and material contracts. Employee and cyber 
claims are trending higher than in years past. 

Overall, the R&W market has proved itself resilient and responsive to macroeconomic events (COVID-19, potential tax code changes, inflation, 
war). While 2022 has come off the hardening faced at the end of 2021,  the now mature market with growing and reliable claims data will 
apply heightened scrutiny in underwriting and continue to quote higher rates. 
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